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INSPIRED BY IRELAND | CREATED IN CORK
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Create warmth with wool this winter.
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MAKING PEOPLE
HAPPY FROM
THOSE STOLEN
STITCHES
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2018 has been an exciting year for me personally.
StolenStitches expanded with its own studio in cork city
centre, I went from working alone to having some wonderful
staff around me and I also launched Echoes of Heather &
Stone which was my first collaboration project of its kind.
I am so grateful to all who have supported me and helping to
create and build Stolen Stitches over the last ten years into
what it is today.
This holiday gift guide is a collection of what is available
from my Cork based studio. These are timeless projects that
people love, rustic yarn inspired by Ireland and gifts that
compliment the range.
Christmas as a knitter is about being kind to yourself, finding
time to curl up under blankets and create those accessories
or garments that bring you joy in yarn that you love so that
each and every stitch makes you love your project.

Merry Christmas

YARN KITS
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What maker doesn't love
receiving yarn kits at
Christmas? You have
wonderful yarn already to
wind for your favourite
pattern. The best thing
about yarn kits is the fact
that they are so
versatile.
Yarn kits are available in a
wide range of Stolen
Stitches patterns from
garments to accessories
and can be tailored for
you.
You can browse the full
range on our website
www.stolenstitches.com.

The Story of
Nua

The Story of Nua

The creation of Nua yarn happened almost by accident. At a show with
Fyberspates (who distributed my books) I was joking about how fun it would be to
have my own yarn. Her response was – ‘why not?’ and that was the start of the
journey!
I’m so happy with Nua; it’s a lovely blend to knit with and the colours work so
nicely together. I wanted to create a yarn that wasn’t a superwash in a sports
weight. I find this weight very versatile, it’s a nice sweater weight but it’s still
light enough to create accessories and shawls.
Nua is a blend of merino, yak, and linen. Each of these fibres contributes
something special to create an amazing yarn blend. Merino provides a soft,
squishy, and versatile base. Yak adds a unique silkiness to the yarn that knitter
fingers will simply love. Finally, linen, a fibre with a deep history in Irish culture,
adds strength and durability.
This blend of fibres works together to create rich and interesting colourways.
The linen absorbs dye differently which allows the yarn to have a natural tweed
effect, and the yak is the key to the subtle colour palette. It adds a natural light
brown to the base yarn so all the colours are just that little bit darker in the
finished yarn.
The colours in Nua are some of my favourites, inspired
by where I live in West Cork, Ireland. The wide range of
subtle natural shades punctuated with some vibrant
accent colours create a palette of seasonally inspired
complementary colours that are a pleasure to work
with and to look at.
Now you can find all the latest information on Nua Yarn
at Nuayarn.com and if you are interested in designing with Nua then make sure to
sign up to the Indie newsletter too!

ECHOES OF
HEATHER &
STONE KITS
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Echoes of Heather & Stone
is a timeless collection of
8 garments and accessory
handknits inspired by
Ireland's ancient past, by 8
inspirational designers.
Ireland is a small nation,
on a small island, but
with a rich history and
geography that has
inspired artists and
crafters for generations.
The book uses Stolen
Stitches ‘Nua’ yarn that
has a subtle palate that
allows each design to
shine.

For Xmas 2018 there are
yarn kits available that
include:
-A signed print copy of
Echoes of Heather and Stone
(with a download code inside
for the recipient).
-A project bag.
-A Nua metal pin.
- Enough yarn to complete
the project of your choice.
These luxury kits start at
€42.25

PRINT &
DIGITAL BOOKS
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Have you just been introduced to Stolen Stitches back catalogue?
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You can pick up any of the print or digital copies of previous
publications on our website. This includes Short Row Knits,
Contemporary Irish Knits, Nua Vol 1. & 2, Knitting with Rainbows,
Scrumptious Knits, Among Stones and Dovestone Hills. So if you are
currently in love with gradient yarns, Nua yarn or you want to learn a
new technique there is a book waiting for you in our collection.
You can also purchase individual patterns designed by Carol Feller
on Ravelry.com.

DIARIES &
NOTEBOOKS
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This beautiful knitting
notebook is a collaboration
I’ve been working on with
Badly Made Books. The cover
comes in 3 different paper
colours with 3 different cable
patterns. Inside there are 3page types; blank, lined and
knitting graph paper. More
details on our website.
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We have a limited number of
these Badly Made Books
2019 A5 Diaries made from
130gsm partially recycling
cartridge paper, bound with
recycled paper tape. Because
of how they are constructed
every page opens fully and
stays open. More details on
our website.
Strickplaner is a paper
planner for knitters – cleverly
organize your days and find
more time to knit! One week
on 2 pages, including to-do
list, goals, knitting inspiration
and outlook to upcoming
weeks. There is so much to
the Strickplaner that you will
have to pop over to
stolenstitches.com to read it
all!

NEEDLES &
ACCESSORIES
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This delicate circular pin is made
from a brushed metal with an
antiqued silver finish.
It measures 25 mm / 1" wide and
fastens with a single pin at the
back.
A great addition to your project
bag or handbag! More details on
our website.
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We have a limited number of
Hiya Hiya Sharps
interchangeable needle sets
available for xmas.
We also have Hiya Hiya
accessories and single Hiya
Hiya needle tips and cables
available too. See
Stolenstitches.com for more
details.
We have these gorgeous
cotton tote and drawstring
bags featuring the
StolenStitches logos so that
you can fill them with your
favourite yarn or make your
own gift sets. These are made
from organic cotton and
printed in Ireland.

WINTER 2018

LAST SHIPPING
DATES XMAS'18
We are working as hard as possible to have everything in the post so
that you can have your gifts by Christmas but please note the last
shipping dates for your region this year.
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If you would like to be among the first to know about the latest
releases, yarn info, discounts and designer calls then why not
sign up for the Stolen Stitches newsletter on
www.stolenstitches.com. Subscribers get treated to free
patterns, discounts and news from Carol.

If you want to see the latest design releases, knits from the
Stolen Stitches community along with photos from yarn
festivals and Live story updates than make sure to follow Carol
on Instagram. Carol releases carefully selected images each day
and you can stay up to date using the hashtags #stolenstitches
or #nuayarn
You can find a wide range of knitting tutorials on both YouTube
and Teachable by Carol covering everything from knitting basics
to short rows and brioche. If you need a little knitting help then
pop over and follow Carol on these platforms.

